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- Profiles and dimensioning deviating from our standard profiles are 
  available on request.
- Images or sizes entered may deviate from actual models. All informati 
  on mentioned is subject to printing and typographical errors. We cannot   
  be held liable for any consequences of printing and typographical errors  
  and no rights can be derived from them.
- Pay attention to the  FSC-logo for our FSC®-certified products.

Profiles 2021
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Royal Boogaerdt Timber offers several profiles, all excellently suitable 
for, for instance, façade cladding. In the Netherlands, façade cladding  
profiles are usually applied horizontally. The demand for vertical is  
however increasing. Both applications are justifiable, provided that 
the right one is selected. We manufacture them from standard wood  
measurements using our own machinery, allowing for the availability of 
a great variety of sizes and profiles. In addition to the profiles shown in 
this booklet, we can plane many other profiles. Ask our advisors about 
the possibilities.

Royal Boogaerdt Timber is part of the Koninklijke Boogaerdt Groep and 
has been operational in timber industry since 1741. We started as a  
sawmill and grew into an extensive, modern timber trade with its own  
import channels, extensive machinery and roundwood sawmill.  
Royal Boogaerdt Timber specialises in various wood species and is a  
reliable partner for many target groups throughout Europe. We will be  
happy to assist you in finding durable wood solutions.

Royal Boogaerdt Timber

Profiles at Boogaerdt
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4-side planed
There are three options:

- Sharp-edged
- Rounded egdes
- Bevelled edges

Façade cladding and wood go together well. It provides a natural and 
warm look. It is important however to take account of the specific 
properties of wood. Royal Boogaerdt Timber offers a number of profiles 
that can help you when selecting wooden façade cladding.

Profiles for façade cladding

Bevelled edgesSharp-edged Rounded edges
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Channel siding
Thickness:   18 mm
Widths:   100, 130 and 180 mm
  (cover width)

Caïro

cover width
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Rhombus

Rhombus profiel
Thicknesses:   18 and 23 mm
Widths:   60, 68, 90, 140 and 190 mm
  (total width)

Paris

total width
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Double rhombus
Thickness:   21 mm
Widths:   133,5 and 175,5 mm
  (cover width)
Remark:   possible with two or three rabbets

Bern

Closed rhombus
Thicknesses:   18 and 25 mm
Widths:   45, 70, 120 and 170 mm 
  (cover width)

Berlin

cover width

70
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Swedish tongue-and-groove board
Thicknesses:   6/18 and 9/22 mm
Widths:   130 and 180 mm
  (cover width)

Bevel siding
Thicknesses:   6/18 mm and 9/22 mm
Widths:   140 and 190 mm (total width)

Sawing, planing and sawing 
In order to achieve Swedish tongue-and-groove boards, planing 
is required first and sawing afterwards. This will give 
the facing side a nice “finely” sawn effect.

Oslo

Overlap

Malmö

cover widthcover width

Sawn facing side

Sawn facing side
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Rebate tongue-and-groove board
Thickness:   18 mm
Widths:   80, 130 and 180 mm
  (cover width)

Hanoi

Havana

Thickness:   18 mm
Widths:   80, 130 en 180 mm 
  (cover width) 

Remark:  possible with one or two rabbets

cover width

cover width

cover width cover width
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Hardwood® clip
The Hardwood® clip system can be installed rather easily and effectively. 
The system consists of a planed profile with a groove on each side. The 
clip is assembled between the parts, preventing the boards concerned 
from getting damaged. Owing to the high quality of all parts of the Hard-
wood Clip®- assembly system, you can easily and efficiently install the 
boards. The Hardwood® Clip can be applied in combination with Accoya®.

For more information, click on 
www.boogaerdt.com/deckparts

There are different assembly possibilities to mount the decking and  
façade boards. This can prevent the boards from splitting, warping or 
twisting. It is therefore recommended to allow wood sufficient room. 
Boogaerdt Timber selected two clip systems to prevent this and which 
are also easy to install. One can choose between the Hardwood® clip and 
Tiga® clip.

Thicknesses:   20 mm
Widths:   60, 85, 135 and 185 mm
  (cover width)

Mounting clips

Lima

cover width
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Thicknesses:    18, 23 and 26 mm 
Widths:              58, 83, 133 and 183 mm 
                           (cover width)

Tiga® gevelbekledingssysteem
The patented TIGA® façade clip guarantees easy, quick and safe instal-
lation. Since Tiga® assembles your façade cladding along the rear, your 
acreage is being protected against additional weathering. The positio-
ning joint ensures uncomplicated support for your façade board, which 
automatically sees to a uniform joint width. A Tiga clip and Tiga starter 
clip are required for proper installation.

For more information, go to 
www.boogaerdt.com/facade-cladding

Tiga
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NY (2-bevelled edges)

Miami (4- bevelled edges)

LA (straight)

Thickness:        at least 18 mm
Widths:              60, 80, 130 and 180 mm
                           (cover width)
Remark:            can also used for floorboards

GG-parts

 Straight

2VK Facing side

4-VK
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Our profiles for the floor come in various types, sizes and specifications. 
The thickness, for instance, can be specified from 21 mm. The widths 
are somewhat more limited, but still sufficient widths are available. If you 
have specific wishes regarding thickness and width, these can be made 
to order.
 
Contact us to discuss the possibilities.

Lotus

Thickness:   at least 25 mm 
Widths:   90, 145 and 195 mm

Deck parts profiles
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Deck part suitable for clip attachment

Shiplap can be executed with a rabbet of 12 
or 15 mm.

Deck parts with shiplap

For the B-Fix clip system. 

Tulip
 
Thickness:   at least 25 mm
Widths:   90, 140, 190, 240 and 290 mm
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In order to ensure more grip on the (deck)boards, we have devised the 
ideal solution in extra Grip strip(s). In this instance, for instance, a dove-
tail is milled into the grooves of the deck parts that people walk on, after 
which these are filled with epoxy and then sprinkled with quail sand. This 
compound ensures the grip-strip to hold better.

As the epoxy filling with the wear-free top layer is well centred, because of 
the dovetails, it ensures that the risk of coming loose is limited to a mini-
mum. As such, the Grip strip is resistant to all kinds of weather influences, 
like rain, frost and also against strongly fluctuating (high) temperatures.

More grip (strips)
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Thickness:   26 mm
Widths:   60, 90 and 140 mm
Remark:   for Hardwood clip or B-Fix clip system

Deck installation by use of clips

The installation of decks can be done in several different ways. There 
are possibilities for an assembly using the Hardwood clip and the B-Fix 
system. This easy method of invisible installation is ideal.

See page 14 and 15 for all clips

Rose
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Round profile
Thickness:   26 mm
Widths:   140 and 190 mm
Remark:   for Hardwood clip or B-Fix clip system
Remark:   without grooves, if desired

Shiplap
Thickness:   at least 18 mm
Widths:   60, 80, 130 and 180 mm
  (cover width)

Remark:   Rabbet 12 and 15 mm

Lily

Daisy

cover width

Bevelled edges
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HHB Equal Weathering Stain
Eventually, every wood species will age. This is a natural process that 
complicates the selection of the façade cladding. In order to promptly 
make this choice easier, the treatment type HHB Equal Weathering Stain 
was developed. This treatment ensures that the wood is given a grey co-
lour from the start, making the ageing process more gradual and virtually 
invisible.

Many different types of treatments ensure a demonstrably longer life 
span for façade cladding. This will require less frequent maintenance. 
Boogaerdt Timber has a wide selection of treatments for façade cladding. 
Treatments that focus on a longer lifespan, high-quality appearance, but 
also those that increase the ease of maintenance. Four treatments that 
we selected will ensure added value to the wood.

View the possibilities on www.boogaerdt.com/treatments

HHB AC Stain
For Accoya® a unique treatment was developed. This contains a fungici-
dal treatment layer, including a coating with UV-filter. This treatment en-
sures the standard Accoya® colour to last longer without the ageing. This 
guarantees a high level of resistance during different weather conditions.

Treatments
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HHB Color Stain
Multiple colour treatments ensure a demonstrably longer lifespan of the 
wood, which will require less frequent maintenance. Different colours are 
available. Take a look on our website for the range of colours offered.

Shou Sugi Ban
An ancient traditional Japanese technique, where wood is being burnt on 
one side. This provides an amazing result. In addition to aesthetic value 
increase, the treatment provides numerous extra durable properties and 
it is entirely eco-friendly and ecological.
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All previously discussed profiles can be applied into four different wood 
species. Please find below the possibilities that Boogaerdt Timber can 
recommend for each wood species.

Accoya®

Accoya® wood shows extraordinary performance. Accoya®, which is 
made from durable conifer wood, is subjected to a patented, non-toxic 
acetylation process that extends the useful life of the wood to the core. 
The result: eco-friendly, durable, solid wood with dimensional stability and 
purity equalling or being even better than premium tropical hardwood.

Accoya® has a light colour or one that progresses into white. Rough wood 
will always show lath stripes, as a result of the modification process. The-
se can be as deep as around 5 mm into the wood. This is being taken into 
account during planing.

For more information, view our special website: 
Accoya Online.

Wood species
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Ekki
A very durable type of wood (durability class I), that is predominantly 
processed in heavier applications like locks-gates, bridges, purlins, piles 
and sheet piling. Yet, in smaller projects, Ekki is also often applied for 
garden fencing, bottom rail and scaffolds.

The heartwood looks freshly red-brown and will discolour over time  
towards dark red to chocolate brown and sometimes to a more  
violet dark red-brown colour. Ekki has striking white to yellow coloured  
ingredients in the vessels. In general, the structure is rather regular. Due to the  
interlocked grain structure, alternating light and dark tracks can be  
noticed on the quartered surface, not be confused with young wood.  
Despite the hardness, Ekki is easy to process by machines.

For more information, view our website: www.boogaerdt.com/ekki
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Opepe

The beautiful golden-yellow Opepe wood is easy to recognise and rather 
unique. In addition, streaks can be noticed, due to the interlocked grain 
on the sawn quartered surface. Despite its great hardness, Bilinga is well 
processable. As a result of its durability and the striking colour, Opepe is 
often applied in (park)benches, deck parts, pergolas and fences. But also 
it is used regularly for purlins, scaffolds and bridge decks. Opepe can also 
be sawn by the roundwood saw. This constitutes a great advantage with 
regard to large sizes and more specific demands in measurements.

For more information, view our website: 
www.boogaerdt.com/opepe.
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(European) Douglas

Usually a light-brown colour that eventually fades into a nice orangish 
yellow-brown. The wood of quickly growing and rather young trees is 
more reddish. As a result of the resinous wood, sometimes fatty spots 
or streaks may appear on the planed surface. Particularly due to the low 
price, in combination with the yellow-brown colour with beautiful flame 
print and the warm appearance, Douglas wood is a great option for, for 
instance, garden wood. With a heartwood class 3-4 when in contact with 
the soil, it is important however, to carefully consider the application 
of the wood. Douglas is thus often applied for sheds, fences, decking,  
pergolas and gates.

For more information, view our website: 
www.boogaerdt.com/douglas.
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Oak

With its beautiful flame print and characteristic shiny “mirrors”, oak wood 
is a beautiful wood species. Particularly in combination with the high  
durability, oak is excellently suitable for garden houses, carports and  
terrace roofing. Oak has a high tannic acid content, as a result of which 
metals, that come in contact with it, will quickly corrode. We have a broad 
assortment with different measurements in stock, but we are also able to 
saw specified construction wood.

For more information, view our website: www.boogaerdt.com/oak
schikt voor vlonders en gevelbekleding
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Oregon Pine

Oregon Pine is a popular and well-known wood species in the  
Netherlands. This type of wood has been imported from the United 
States (Oregon state) and Canada for more than a century. It naturally 
appears in great abundance on the west coast of North-America. The 
sap is whitish, the heartwood contrasts with it in orangish yellow-brown; 
it runs dark into orangish brown. This beautiful American wood species 
is resinous, as a result of which sometimes fatty spots of streaks appear 
on the planed surface. Also resin pockets do occur. The contrasting 
colour difference in the growth rings between early and late wood is 
striking. In the quartered (radial) and cross-cut surface, this shows as a 
streak or rings respectively.

In contrast to the European variant (Douglas), Oregon Pine is not 
frequently used in gardens. This is mainly due to the higher price and 
greater durability. Oregon Pine is more suitable for, for instance, other 
façade cladding and frames.

For more information, view our website: 
www.boogaerdt.com/oregon-pine
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Padouk

The Padouk heartwood is nicely orangish red, also known as coral-red. 
When exposed to light, this tone will quickly discolour into pale red-brown 
and eventually into black-brown. If the wood is timely varnished with an 
acid-hardening clear varnish, the nice colour can be retained longer. The 
100-200 mm wide sap is dirty white to crème coloured. African padouk is 
an excellent, durable, nice and stable wood species.

For more information, view our website: 
www.boogaerdt.com/padouk

Western Red Cedar

Western Red Cedar is available in abundance. This is mainly becau-
se this wood species is excellently suitable for, for instance, façade 
cladding. It is a durable wood species, lightweight and well resistant to 
rotting and weathering. The additional advantage is that it ages beauti-
fully as well as evenly. Western Red Cedar is known for its great colour 
varieties, appearing in fresh wood. Light yellow-brown, pink-brown, 
salmon-coloured and chocolate brown coloured can be found. The dark 
wood usually originates from the central part of the trunk, while the 
lighter tones can be found in the outer parts.

For more information, view our website: 
www.boogaerdt.com/western-red-cedar
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Vulcan Thermal Radiata Pine

During the production of Vulcan Thermal Radiata Pine, high-tech  
computer controlled ovens are being used, in which the wood is  
exposed to temperatures of approximately 230 degrees Celsius. This process  
ensures the structure of the wood to change, as a result of which the  
durability and stability is significantly increased. Furthermore, thermal 
modification provides the wood with a splendid deep dark-brown colour.

For more information, view our website: 
www.boogaerdt.com/vulcan
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